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Overview 
“Better Preparation Will Lead to a Better Experience” 

Prepare in advance 
Race Week 
Race Day  

Pre race 
Swim 
T1 
Bike 
T2 
Run 

Mental Preparation Strategies 

Prepare in Advance (1 month out) 
Logistics (travel and gear transport, timing arrival, 

nutrition planning - water bottles, nutrition plan for race, 
gear) 

Organize info - Race info folder on desktop 
Race Course Review (conditions and impact on gear 

choice and nutrition) - Athlete guide, race website, 
blogs, ask other athletes 

Checklist Timeline (Have your schedule of events 
specific to your personality and needs) 

Gear Preparation 
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Race Week - Execute your Plan 
Race week is an important time to make final preparations 

before the big day (See attached pdf) 
Preparations - vary based on the event and the athlete. 
Consume balanced, simple and familiar foods, and 

hydration. Eat what you normally eat.  
Just say no to the carb/hydration load - reduce fruit and 

fibre 2 days out. Hydrate normally + pinch sea salt. 

Race Week - Execute your Plan 
Taper the training during the days leading up to the race 

(i.e., race week ) - short sessions, with small intervals of 
intensity, keep body and mind sharp) 

Mental preparation is key for success  
Be aware of requirements for check-in, athlete briefings, 

bike and gear check 
Only need to feel good when you race - Training and 

mental prep combined get you ready 

Race Week - Execute your Plan 
Will be body focused - incorporate important logistics of 

race week into training schedule  
Checklist timeline - Have a schedule of must do’s and 

time to complete (See attached pdf): 
Registration 
Expo visit (avoid expo food+drink) 
Athlete briefing 
Preparing gear bags, special needs bags 
Gear check in times (24-48hrs) 
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Race Week - Execute your Plan 
Allow time for dealing with What if’s (i.e., unplanned issues 

- mechanical, gear replacement, etc.) 
Race Course Review 

swim course 
T1 
bike course 
T2 
run 
finish chute 
aid station locations 

Race Week - Execute your Plan 
72-48 hours prior to race considerations: 

Nutrition 
Mindset 
Environment change 
Lack of consistency 
Review rules/meet up areas with support/spectating crew 

Review your successes and go to strategies  
No silver bullet - stick to your routine (food, hydration, training) 
24 hours prior get the priorities done so you can chill (read, movie, 

avoid electronics 1hr prior to sleep) 
Do what works for you. 

Race Week - Execute your Plan 
Tapering training to optimize performance 

Develop form (decrease fatigue) - short doses of 
intensity and volume (loose, fresh, sharp) 

Keep same schedule as training week 
Allow 1 day per time zone crossed at race venue to 

adjust 
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Race Day - Prepare to be Awesome 
Checklist (race plan execute the schedule) 
Nutrition and Hydration - Adapt and adjust as needed 

(Have Plan A, Plan B, Plan C)  
Environment and stress can affect digestion - be proactive 

and anticipate - “What ifs” 

Race Day - Prepare to be Awesome 
Mental preparation - Visualize ideal and know your “what if 

x happens” strategies  
Key phrases if you feel like you are searching - cues to 

stay present and positively focused 
Back pocket memories (key sessions completed, 

persevered through) 

Race Day - Prepare to be Awesome 
Setting up transition  

opening time 
body marking 
bib numbers 
gear bags 
transition closing 
swim warm up 
race/heat start time 
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Race Day - Prepare to be Awesome 
An optimal transition area: 
Simple is better (limit choices, keep what you need on your 

bike, walk through swim exit, bike, bike exit, run exit day 
before and race morning) 

Visualize (quick, calm, organized) 
Visual cue of something that will not move 
Free speed 
Know the flow so you know where to go! 

Race Day - Swim 
Dry Warm Up (jog, arm swings, stretch cords) 
Water Warm Up 
Be Swim Ready Checklist (attachment) 
Swim Start Position 
Pace to your abilities and fitness 

Race Day - Swim 
Drafting 
Resting 
Evasive maneuvers  
Sighting  
Turning 
Finishing (swim to knee height, touch bottom visualize 

steps in transition, dizziness)  
Swim exit (goggles on cap to free hands) 
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Transition And Aid Stations 
Efficiency is Free Time 
Wetsuit Removal/Stripping 
Change Tents 
Managing Aid Station - have a plan, be vocal - quick, calm, 

organized, thank you. 
Follow plan, limit choices, and avoid spontaneous 

decisions 

Transition And Aid Stations 
Know where to go and know the flow 
Practice it prior to race day 
Be efficient at bike mount 
Weather appropriate outerwear (disposable) 
Do what you can on the move (race belt, hat/visor) 

Bike 
Pace to your abilities and fitness 
Power, HR, Speed are tools - use your inner GPS as the 

final say 
Stay aero as much as possible 
Follow nutrition and hydration plan 
Stretch out legs, spin cadence up, and visualize T2 
Be efficient at mount/dismount (practice it) allow time to 

get feet out of shoes 
Be ready for the “What ifs” 
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Run 
Pace to your abilities and fitness 
Speed and HR are tools - use your inner GPS as the final 

say 
Upper body “quiet + release tension” and strides a bit 

shorter out of T2 
Short quick cadence shifts to help spark pace 
Follow nutrition and hydration plan 
SMILE it relaxes your jaw and shoulders + Your Why! 

Run 
Be ready for the “What ifs” 

Blisters and chafing 
GI distress (cramping, nausea, etc) 
Muscle cramping 
Dehydration 
Hyponatremia  

Training Your Mind - Unleash Greatness 

The mind and the brain are malleable 
Training the brain establishes new pathways - 

Neuroplasticity  
Repetition is the key to changing behavior  
Will not just work on race day 

Train the mind everyday - make it your ally 
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The Common Scenario 
●  Tick all the boxes yet not achieving the results you want 
●  Why? 

○  Unable to stop thinking 
○  The thinking mind is always telling a story - Is it true? 

Doubt + Fear 
●  Words are powerful and create your reality  
●  Labeling - pain, performances, and weaknesses 
●  I can’t = you won’t 
●  This hurts 
●  Sucks 
●  I hate this 
●  This is hard = I want to stop 
●  Negativity associated with pain  
Teach yourself to flip the script  
choose your response 

Positive Acceptance  
●  I can = I will 
●  I want to = I get to 
●  Bring it on 
●  This is what I asked for 
●  I am strong beyond measure 
●  I am powerful 
●  Maximize the moment that you are in 
Accept the situation as if you have chosen it 
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Daily Strategies 
Stay grounded - remember your why + gratitude 

Daily Strategies 
Turn off your mind before training/racing 
Have cues to be present 

feel your feet and density in legs, goggles on, clipped 
in, feel body out, - closing the gap feeling pressure 
on the pedals pulling you forward, tieing up your 
shoes, sunglasses on 

Every session/race has a purpose so be tuned in 

Daily Strategies 
Important to identify you mind trip ups 
Write down your triggers in sessions 

Learn and acknowledge so you can make + change 

Session Positive 
Thoughts 

Neutral 
Thoughts 

Negative 
Thoughts 

4 x 3 min hill 
repeats 
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Allow yourself to Flow 
Effort vs Flow 
Effort focus creates more anxiety and fear 
Flow allows you to simply do what you are trying to do 
Flow creates a sense of relaxation 
Learn to recognize when you are tense  
Relaxation creates power 

Allow it to be and then be proactive 

Visualizing  

Pick out key moments in the race you feel will be most 
challenging - look at past races 

Create visualizations in which you overcome those challenges 
Create your own reality 
Play the movie in your head, engage your senses.  
Find where you are blocking yourself-create a new ending! 

Calm State Meditation - 4/7/8 
Sit with your back straight, against a wall, in a chair or in a meditative 
posture. 
Close your eyes. Focus on your count and your breath. The more you focus 

on your breathing, the more your mind will clear as its only focus is the 
task at hand. 

Inhale through your nose for a count of 4  
hold for 7 sec 
Exhale for 8 - Make sure to exhale all of the air out of your lungs. 
Repeat at least 9 times (This is only 3 mins!)  

Calming the nerves and relieving stress, 4/7/8 can have enormous 
carryover to your physical and mental health 
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Summary 

Prepare in advance 
Race Week - Execute your plan/Own your schedule 
Race Day - Prepare to be awesome 
Mental Preparation = Unleash your greatness 
Better Preparation Will Lead to a Better Performance 

© 2016 Endurance Journey Coaching 

Up Next 

Nutrition for Performance (June 12th) 
Prioritizing Training During Race Season (June 18th) 
Stress and Recovery (June 26th) 
 All presentations will start at 7pm CST 

Better Preparation Will Lead to a Better Performance 

Race Planning Offer 

30 min skype race planning session with Patrick 
Give access to my race planning tool 
$99.00  

Better Preparation Will Lead to a Better Performance 


